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One question that has often intrigued the social scientists
cf various hues is related to the problem of occupational prestige.
Zytowasky ( 1969 ) viewed prestige flot as residual in persons who
have different occupations but rather as being conferred upon the
occupation holder by others. Counts (1925), Hartman (1934),
North and Hatt (1947), have studied the problem of occupational
prestige. In most of these stuclies ( conducted in the United
States), Supreme Court Judges, Physicians, State Governors, Cabinet
Members in the Federal Government, Diplomats in the foreign
s&vices, Mayors in the Federal Government, Diplomats in the foreign
services, Mayors, College nd University Pror’essors and Scjentjsts
were rated at the top. On the other bottom extreme Was semi
skilled or unskilled jobs, like shoe-shiner.

There have been some cross-cultural studies as well.
Iokies ai-id Rossi ( 1956) compared occupations in six industrially
developed countries of Britain, Newzeeland, Japan, Germany, Soviet,
Union and United States. Tiryakian (1958) compared the perception
ofoccupational prestige among people from suburban Manila and
four seleted rural areas of the Islands. The rating of 30 occupations
showed much agreement between the rankings of these people from
Manila and other ui-ban industrial countries cf tie West ( vide Tnkles
and Rossi, 1956 ).

Eut that is net the end of the story. TF.ere are peop’e who
believe that attitudes towards work, profesons and jcbs vary from
country to country and from culture to culture. That is, it may
be that individuals’ choice for a job is socially conditioned.
Sinaiko ( 1975 ), for eample, observd that in some parts of the

1 Author gratefully acknowledge she help of Dr. M A. Ansari,
ai-id Mrs. Pushpa Chandra for Cooperation.
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earth there are “strong bia ses against task or occupations associated
with dirty hands” ( p. 162). This may also be because occupational
interest has often been linked ta chiidhood experiences ( Roe, 1956,
1957) which in turn is a prodnct of value systems in given seciety.
These values and attitudes are often reflected in lower or higher
average pay scaies of people in different occupations. Sinaiko (1975)
further observed, ‘tue one reason& for the scarcity of professional
engineers among educated Vietnamese is that engineering is considered
a low-status occapition” ( p. 162 ). His observation was further
generalized by Chapanis ( 1974 ) to caver “many Asian countries”
( p. 173 ). Ris generalization prompted us ta conduct this cross
cultural study of liking for varieus professions among Indian and
TErni students.

In brief, there are twa unes of thinking in matter of
individuals’ perception, and the implications, ofoceupational prestige.
The one une of argument envisages that the occupational hierarchy
is remarkably stable over time and highiy generalizable across age
ses, racial and cultural groupings ( Crites, 1969 ). The other une
of argument is (for example, Sinaiko, 1975 and Chapanis, 1974)
that which looks upon cultural and national differences in preferences
for jobs based on social value systems of individual nations and
cultures. So, the aim of this study is to determine as ta which li;e
of thinking is more vaiid.

METHOD

Subjects :—Forty Thai and forty Indian postgraduate students
served as subjects. Bath of these groups were studying in India at
the University oC Magadh, Bodh-Gaya. Subjects in bath groups,
generally, belonged w middle class families of two societies. Their
age ranged between 20-29 years, mean age being 26. 3 years.
In general, Thai students were aider than their counterparts — the
Indian students. They ail beionged to Arts and Social Science
faculties of the university.

Test materials —The subjects were given a list oC sisteen
professions/jobs in duplicate. These jobsfprofessions were aiphabati
caliy arranged ( See Table I ). One blank column was left against
each of the list and the subjects were asked to rank those sixteen
professions/jobs according to their ( professions’ Jobs’ ) importence
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in their respective societies ( an they believed ) and also in another
column they v-ere asked to rank those professionsfjobs in order of
their personai likings.

The test-sheet also contained a few questionnaire containing
personal questions to ascertain the Subjects’ socio-economjc status.

Procedure :—Each Subject was individualiy contacted in his
room (of studetns’ hostels) and were asked ta fil! the twa coiurnns
and answer questions regarding their financial status. They were
asked not to discuss the questionnaire with their friends

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is apparent from Table I that in their preference for an
occupation the subjects generaily conform ta the parameters of the
various jobs in their respective societies. Rank correlations work
ed out for personal likings and the importance of a job in their
societies came to be significantly high (Thais=.85, Indians==.87).
As far as the gaps within ‘Iikings’ and ‘importance in society
is concerned the difference between two groups of the Subjects, the
Indians and the Thais, were statisticaily significant (Importance,
t = 5.37, p 0.05; and likings, t 3.27, p==0 05).

Medical profession is ranked highest in the Indian society but
only second or third in Thailand. Simiiarly, Engineering profession
is aCter ail not as 10w in Indian society (rank-5) as it is in Thai society
(rank-8 or 9). This confirms Sinaiko’s observation but negates Cha
panis’ generaiization. It is interesting that teaching profession is
generally rated high in Indian as well as in Thai societies. This fact
has a significant cultural overtone, In Indian society teaching profe
ssion is generally a low paid job, but they are ranked high perhaps,
because of the fact that Indian c&ture has a ricli heritage oC high
respect for tise Gurus. In Hindus sacred books teachers are ranked
only next to God and higher than even both th3 parents.

So, Sinaiko’s observation that less payina jobs are iess respe
cted may not always be truc’ in ksian set up. that is, some jobs
carrying low pay may be highly respected depending upon the cuitur
ai sanctity attached ta it. It is interesting that Agriculture and
Government esecutives are very sirnilarly ranked by Indian sample
but, as compared ta India, agriculture is a very low ranked profession
in Thailanci.

a
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Table-1 Showing societal respectability and peronai likings for various
occupations as indicated by Indian and Thai stuclerits.

THA1S INDIANS

S No Occupations Personal Respect Personal Respect
likings in likings in

society sOciety

1 Advocates 10 7 10.5 8
2 Agriculture 14 13 8 7
3 Business 5 5 6 10
4 Clerk (Governrnent Service) 8 J 1 9 J
5 Clerk(private Business Houses) 11 12 14 15
6 College Teachers 2 3 2 2
7 Doctors 3 2 1
8 Engineering 9 8 5 5
9 Eecutive (Government

Service) 12.5 6 7 6
10 Executive (Private Business

Houses) 6 9 10.5 13

11 Manual Labour 12.5 H 12 16
12 Nursing 15 15 16 11
13 Other Government Services 7 10 13 9

14 School Teachers I 4 4 4

15 Skilled Labour 16 16 15 14

16 University Teachers 4 1 3 3

Ail these findings suggest that respectability of profession

is not similar in dift’erent Asian Cuntries and no generalization cari

be made on this scores. Much will depend upon the cultural heritage

and level of technological advancement of a particular society. That

is, the second fine cf thinkirig which emphasizes the role of cultural

factors in occupational prestige apears to be more vaHd as for as the

findings of the present work is conncerned.
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J The Role of Human Factors
‘Engineering in Underdeveloped
Countries, with Special Reference

to India

CHITTRANJAN N. DAFTUAR

It is flot easy to classify unequivocally a country as developed or under
developcd. According to Pepelasis, Mears, and Adelman (1961) some
underdeveloped countries have the material requisites, human poten
tiality, and willingness to make economic progress, but they suffer from
mismanagement of their resources. Pepelasis et al. argue further tht,
given proper opportunities and incentives, most of these countries have
the potentialities of becoming “achieving societies.” This point of view is
a good starting point for human factors specialists in developing countries.

To achieve conditions requisite to industrialization and social change,
individual and social learning has to be fostered through carefully planned
programs of research and development. Alexander (1962) has identified
the following seven conditions that must be remedied for economic growth:
(1) low per capita income, (2) an unbalanced economy, (3) untapped na
tural resources, (4) a tradition-oriented culture, (5) a large but untrained
labor force, (6) a small amount of capital equipment, and (7) chronic
underemployment. To meet such a challenge, McClelland (1961) has sug
gested a series of psychological objectives:

• The graduaI substitution of such conflicting values as “inner directed
ness” or “caste,” with “other directedness” and “market morality.”

• The substitution of father-figure dominance by habits of independent
choice and action.

Chittranjan N. Daftuar, Department of Psychology. Gaya College. Gaya. Bihar. India.
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• The introduction of ideological reforms to unify other directedness,

market morality, and decreased father-dominance.

• The graduai introduction of educational programs with both short- and

long-term benefits in the basic skill and knowiedge requirements ofa

technological society.
• The reorganization of fantasy life to conform with a new cultural milieu.

• The more efficient use of existing need achievement resources.

To sum up, the “achieving society” must undertake broad, society-wide

programs if it is to industrialize successfully. At the same time, one must be

mindful of the differences between the psychologicai strategies needed for

cultural change and the tools needed to create such changes. Programs of

financial aid, education, improved roads and transportation systems, and

increased communications among the members of a culture are only tools

to be used in the fulfiilment of strategic objectives. These tools must be

coupied with a rationai, planned program based on human engineering

principles that should in turn be based on the local requirements, habit

system, and psychoiogicai and anthropometric limitations of a given popu

lation.

PART 1: SOME DISTINCTIVE INDIAN

CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

India is a country with mixed levels of technoiogy. On the one hand, it

constructs and maintains nuclear reactors and sophisticated electronic

equipment for both miiitary and civilian uses. On the other hand, posses

sion of an automobile is a status symbol to 80 percent of its population.

Likewise, since agricuitural methods have only started to change, a tractor

in rural India, like a car in the cities, is a matter of considerable status.

Such extreme diversity has also to be viewed against a background of

unique social, human, and behaviorai peculiarities.

THE FAMILY AND THE CASTES

Rural India is a closeiy knit society with commonly shared work and

family responsibilities operating through two important social institutions:

the famiiy system and the castes. Although there are indications lately that

the family is showing some signs of disintegration, it, and not the mdi

vidual, is stiil the basic social unit (Datta 1961). Village life is stili

tradition-bound, and jobs in villages are generally aliocated and designed

on the basis of famiiy and caste. The son of a carpenter is most likeiy to

become a carpenter, and he wiii generaily inherit from his father not oniy

his job, but his tools and postural patterns. This probably explains why

attitudes about regular attendance at work to better oneself and family

and a competitive philosophy of life are lacking in this country. In tradi

tional India a job is generally regarded as a family responsibility to such
an extent that its performance is shared by ail the members of a family.
For example, if the father is a blacksmith he wiil generally be assisted by
his son in such auxiiiary tasks as assembling and the transport of tools.
Moreover, attempts to bring in anyone from outside the family are likely
to be resented.

This kind of thinking was responsible for a widespread resistance move
ment in the Tata Iron and Steel Company (TISCO), Jamshedpur, some
time ago. In the end, management acceded to worker demands that in
fihling ail future vacancies the company wouid absorb at ieast one de
scendant of currently employed workers. This practice is stiil observed in
TISCO and certain other companies.

To take another instance, Fraser (1966) states that the failure of a
weavers’ cooperative started at Barpali Village Service was due in part to
the fact that the project technicians, interested only in selecting the best
workers, had drawn weavers from two different caste groups that could
flot by tradition work together.

AGRICULTURE

Indian agriculture is a mixture of the old and the new. Although some
farmers use modem tractors, most farmers stiil use tools that are essen
tiaily unchanged from those of a thousand years ago: homemade yokes for
oxen, rope from local plants, and iron plowpoints and axeheads fashioned
by the village blacksmith. Threshing is often done by oxen waiking round
and round over stalks of cereal until the grain is loosened sufficiently for
winnowing. Alternatively, cereal stalks are threshed by human hands. For
the latter purpose a rectangular wooden platform made out of tree trunks
is used. The wooden platform is kept on a wooden bed and the grain is
threshed by whipping the stalks of cereal on the flat wooden platform (see
Fig. 1). This description conveys a significant message: For Indian agricul
ture we need to consider flot only man-machine but man-machine-animal
systems.

In rural lndia, time and labor are abundant resources, while capital to
buy modem tools is extremely limited. These realities force Indian ergo
nomists to concentrate on small tools, with economy as a primary con
sideration.

HOUSING AND ARCHITECTURE

Thatched huts with mud walls, constructed usually by a family, its rela
tives, and neighbors, are stiil the most common kind of shelter in villages.
The hutments are generally open to the elements and this, together with the
Iimited kinds of clothing and other protective materials used by the in
habitants, poses some real probiems for both building designers and
ergonomists (Daftuar 1971a). Recently the federai government initiated an

É
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Himalayas. It is generally recognized that one major reason for the Indian
debacle in 1962 was the poor clothing provided for the armed forces who
often had to fight in below freezing temperatures.

HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS
The utensils and pottery used by Indian housewives in villages are made

of clay. They are usually made by members of the village pottery caste
with the help of wheels. Rotation of these wheels is started by a motion of
the hands and momentum is imparted to the wheel by a stick held in the
hands. The work of pushing the wheels may require a considerable amount
of human energy. Fortunately, this method is gradually being replaced due
to the increased use of metal utensils in villages as well as in cities.

WORKING POSTURES
Working postures differ among different cultural groups (Tichauer

1963). Indian workers more often squat than stand or sit (Daftuar & Bhan
1966). Figure 2 illustrates some typical working postures. For example, a
carpenter working in a saw mili will most probably squat on the ground
rather than assume any other working posture. Similarly, a housewife
usually prefers to squat on the ground in the preparation of family meals,
even if she possesses such modem kitchen appliances as a gas or electric
oven. For this reason Ambee Industries (Ahmedabad, India) has designed
a gas oven that can be easily manipulated on the ground or, at most, on a
platform 12 or 13 cm above the ground. A full description of this stove is
given in Part 3 of this paper.

extensive program of low-cost housing in rural areas. It has yet to be seen

how far this program will solve its human factors problems. One thing is

clear: Innovators who bring their own traditions with them may fail to

make use of locally available materials and skills and may be responsible

for the introduction of housing unsuited to local conditions. India has a

hot and humid climate. In cities there is a tendency, due largely to the

British legacy, to use western structural and design techniques—heavy

bricks with minimal ventilation. Such houses are flot only very damp and

uncomfortable, but their construction requires skills that are usually flot

found in local village populations.

CLOTHING

Indian workers, in villages as well as in cities, generally work half clad,

exposing their bodies to severe wind and chill. The problem is intensified

because a great deal of work in India involves handling materials that are

heavy, cold, wet, and rough. Inadequate clothing is a serious problem in

mountainous regions, especially for the armed forces. India has a very long Fig. 2. Typical Indian working postures assumed by a housewife preparing food
border with the Peoples Republic of China. Parts of this border are in the (left) and a carpenter working on wood (right).

Fig. 1. Threshing by hand in rural India.
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CONCEPT 0F EFFICIENCY

The concept of efficiency in Indian thinking is different from what is

understood in the West. To refer again to the Barpali Village Service

Project, McClelland and Winter (1969) concluded that another reason for

the failure of the project was that the norm of efficiency conflicted with

caste traditionalism. Raising poultry is a low-caste occupation, and those

who engaged in it did flot want to improve their performance lest it prevent

them from rising socially.
The extended family often forces an enterprising man to spend what

ever he has saved on supporting others rather than on investment in busi

ness expansion. In traditional India the efficiency of a man is judged not

by economic achievements alone but also by the effectiveness with which

he maintains his extended family. As a result, job satisfaction in India is

generally more directly related to a worker’s satisfaction with his home

environment than it is in the case of his counterparts in the West (Daftuar

1969).

ANTICIPATING INNOVATION

Another area where human factors engineers can help is in educating

and training the masses for innovation. A well-designed learning program

can foster better adjustment to rapid technological change. Once again,

such programs must be appropriate for local conditions. In India, for

example, visual aids should generally not show too advanced technology

nor require sophisticated powers of interpretation. Nor should such aids

violate Indian customs. A film successful in some areas may fail in India

simply because a woman is shown in deep red or in some other very glossy

colored dress. In India such dresses are usually worn by brides and by other

women on special occasions, such as festivals. A simple peasant woman

may be confused by what a festival dress has to do with the purpose of the

film. For a country like India it is aiso essential that as much training be

devoted to the maintenance of tools and machinery as to the introduction

of technologicai innovations. Many foreign-made tractors are soon inopera

tive in Indian villages, because nobody has been properly taught to main-

tain them. The viilagers are trained only to use the tractors.

AUTOMATION

While large-scale automation is increasing rapidly in almost every field

in the West, the installation of high-speed computers has become a real

problem for various Indian managements. Designing automated jobs in

India is flot an easy task. A case study (personal communication from US.

Prasad 1972) of the Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) illustrates

some special problems peculiar to the Indian scene.
In 1964 the Ail India Insurance Working Committee discussed the

reorganization of LIC’s working system and recommended the installation

of high-speed computers. The first high-speed computer was installed in

LIC’s Bombay Zonai Division in September 1965. That installation re
suited in a large-scale strike and a resistance movement among LIC
workers across the nation. The strikes were complete and nation-wide.
A poil in August 1968 showed that 97 percent of LIC workers favored a
general and indefinite strike. Subsequently, an Ail India Committee
Against Automation and several other related committees were formed.
Five million signatures were collected against automation, and these were
submitted to the Indian Parliament. Almost ail the political parties, in
cluding the then ruling party, and the trade unions of the country sup
ported the movement. In Calcutta, the Ilaco building was virtually in a
state of siege for three to four months during 1967—68. Dock workers were
flot even allowed to unload computer parts. The United Front govern
ment (a mixed party government) of West Bengal also refused to allow
police to help keep the machine in the building.

The workers’ main reason for their resistance was that, according to
their estimate, 30,000 employees out of the then existing strength of 40,000
employees were likely to be laid off as surplus or redundant if the computer
was put into operation. The government failed to give any assurance
against this charge. The workers further argued that both their service
security and their chances of promotion were in danger, since there would
be no further appointments and hence no expansion of manpower in the
corporation. Finally, they argued that high-speed computerization would
hamper the servicing of policy-holder accounts because everything would
be centralized in the four zonai divisions of Calcutta, New Deihi. Bombay.
and Madras.

The crux of the entire case study for our purposes is that while LIC
workers stiil oppose high-speed computerization, the government has gone
ahead with the installation of smali and medium computers in almost ail
divisional headquarters of the LIC. Nobody seems to be concerned about
them. The lesson appears to be that if you want to design an automated
job in India you must start with small or medium automation plans. Indian
workers will apparently not object to that. But if the automation is large
scale, involving a very high-speed computer, you are heading for high
speed resistance.

PART 2: SOME STUDIES 0F VIS UAL DISPLAYS

Now let us turn to summaries of some hitherto unpublished studies of
visual displays differing from similar ones published in the West because
they involve customs or materials that are distinctively Indian.

THE MEANINGFULNESS 0F INDL4N ROAD SIGNS

Indian road signs are, in general, old British road signs. Although the
United Kingdom in the meantime switched to international road signs
many years ago, Indian road signs have remained unchanged. Indced,
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Indian designers have paid no attention to the problem. The purpose ofthis

study was to assess the meaningfulness of road signs currently used

throughout India.

PROCEDURE

Tests were made on forty-five undergraduate psychology students with

no driving experience. Ail the students had normai visual acuity and

normal color vision as measured by standardized tests. Their ages ranged

from sixteen to twenty-five years.
Out of a total set of 39 Indian road signs (Public Vehicle Department

1962), 25, those iilustrated in Figure 3, were used. The remaining 14 were

too obvious, or rare, and were dropped. The signs were each photographed

in black and white in an actual road setting (see, for example, Fig. 4). The

photographs were individually printed on 10.5 X 15.5 cm cards.
The students were tested individuaily. When a student came into the

laboratory, he was first given standardized instructions. Then he was
handed the photographs, one by one, and asked to interpret the meaning
of the sign shown and to write his interpretation on a specially prepared
answer sheet. Each photograph was presented to a subject for one minute
and the subject was asked to scan the entire scene while concentrating on
the traffic sign. The total experimental session for each subject lasted
about 11/2 hours and included a 15-minute rest period after the compietion
of the thirteenth photograph.

RESULTS

Since our sample consisted of students who did not drive, the percent-
ages of correct interpretations of our road signs were naturally smaller
than those obtained in comparable studies in the West. in fact, correct
interpretations of the Indian road signs varied from zero to 75.5 percent
with a mean of 39.9 percent (Table 1). Sign 24 (Fig. 3) was flot understood

by any subject, and no single traffic sign was correctly understood by ail
the subjects.

Some road signs were even found to convey meanings opposite to those

actually intended. For example, the sign for No Horn (17 in Fig. 3) was
often interpreted as Blow your horn please. The sign for No overtaking
(16 in Fig. 3) was seldom interpreted as such. This was also the case with
the sign for Road crossing ahead (24 in Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION

Symbolic displays may contain very little information and may be mis
interpreted largely because of their poor design (Brown 1968). In a survey
carried out in England, Mackie (1966) found that some symbolic displays
were correctly interpreted by as few as 16 percent of drivers. Due to the

nature of our sample, we expected stili lower percentages. However, the

fact that some signs were flot correctly interpreted by a single subject calis
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3. The 25 Indian traffic signs used in a
YeIlow study of meaningfulness of the information
Red conveyed by the signs.

for an urgent revision in the design of existing Indian road signs. For un
trained persons they suffer from serious communication gaps. Since drivers
are rarely tested for their knowledge of traffic signs at the time they are
given driving licenses in India, the present resuits can probably be gen
eralized to newly Iicensed drivers as welI.

THE RELATIVE LEGIBILITY 0F ALPHANUMERIC

CHARACTERS 0F ROMAN, ARABIC, DEVENAGARI,

AND BENGALI SCRIPTS

India has several regional languages, hundreds of dialects, arid many
scripts. Under the Indian constitution, Hindi was envisioned as the Indian
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Fig. 4. Each road sign in

national language because it is common in almost haif of the nation.

Following independence, the Indian leadership decided to switch over

gradually to Hindi. However, when the time came for the switch, a storm

of controversy arose in non-Hindi-speaking areas. As a consequence,

English has remained the official language of the federal government,
while the various regionai ianguages remain as the officiai languages of
their respective states. In the 1960s, there was a widespread movement
in the Hindi-speaking areas for the introduction of Hindi at ail ievels of

education and throughout the government. Hindi fanatics went so far as to

paint over ail English signboards and namepiates in black. Even though

Arabic numerals developed originally from the Devenagari script, these

fanatics even painted over automobile license plates because they bore

Arabic numerals.
Various suggestions have been made for an amicable resolution of these

controversies. One suggestion is to use Roman script for all the various

Indian languages. Throughout ail of these controversies, proposais, and

counterproposals, no one has inquired into the scientific merits of these

several languages for the practical communication of information. This

study was designed to test first the relative legibility of Arabic, Devenagari,

and Roman numerais, and second the relative iegibility of two Indian

scripts, Hindi, spoken by the iargest portion of the Indian population and

the officiai Indian national ianguage, and Bengali, having the richest litera-

Table 1. Numbers and percentages of 45 students who interpreted cor
rectly the road signs in Figure 3

Number Number
of road Number Percentage of road Number Percentage

sign correct correct sign Correct correct

1 12 26.7 14 22 48.9
2 8 17.8 15 4 8.9
3 6 13.3 16 1 2.2
4 17 37.8 17 17 37.8
5 13 28.9 18 27 60.0
6 12 26.7 19 22 48.9
7 13 28.9 20 11 24.4
8 19 42.2 21 14 31.1
9 34 75.5 22 10 22.2

10 26 57.8 23 9 20.0
11 24 53.4 24 0 0.0
12 28 62.2 25 9 20.0
13 19 42.2

ture among ah the Indian languages; and one foreign script, Roman, still
used by the intelligentsia and bureaucracy almost all over India.

LEGIBILITY 0F NUMERALS

Although Arabic numerais are a foreign script, they are almost a second
mother-script for the indian populace. Even barely literate persons can
read and write Arabic numerals as well as their counterparts in Devenagari.
Since there was no previous literature to guide us for formulating any
specific hypothesis, we expected only that, since we used subjects having
Bengali as their mother tongue, the alphabet of Bengali scripts would be
most legible for our subjects.

Subjects. Twenty undergraduate and postgraduate students acted as
subjeets. Ah belonged to the Bengali-speaking community in Bihar, a
Hindi-speaking area. We ensured that ail of them knew and were equaily
familiar with the Roman, Devenagari, and Bengali scripts. They had a
mean age of 22.6 years with a range of 18 to 30 years. There were equai
numbers of men and women, and they were selected equally from the arts
and sciences. All the subjects had normal vision. Corrected vision was not
permitted.

Apparatus and test materials. The stimuli were presented with an ordi
nary tachistoscope. Experiments were conducted in a laboratory and under
dayhight conditions. Stimuli were printed on white cards in deep black
printing ink (see Fig. 5). Three sizes—8-, 10-, and l2-point-—were used for
ahi three kinds of numeral. The digits 645, 768, 794, 684, and 975 were repro
duced in ahi three sizes and scripts, yielding a total of 45 stimuli: 5 sets of
digits X 3 scripts X 3 sizes. The digits 1, 2, and 3 were not tested because
they are exactly alike in Arabic and Devenagari.

1/

Figure 3 was shown in an actual setting such as this one.
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Experimental procedure. Each subject sat so that there was a constant

distance of 76.2 cm between the stimuli and his cornea. This adjustment

was maintained with the help of a chin rest. Stimuli were exposed for one

fifteenth of a second.
Tables of random numbers were used to assign a random order to ail

forty-five cards for the purpose of presentation. This random order was

used for haif the subjects and the reverse order for the other haif.

To get the subjects fully accustomed to the experimental procedures

they were given practice trials to the criterion of one correct response.

Standardized instructions about the procedures and purpose of the experi

ment were given.
Subjects were asked to pronounce the digits they saw and their re

sponses were recorded by an assistant as either correct or incorrect. To be

called correct ail three digits had to be correctly read. Thus, for any one

block of five stimuli, the maximum score for a subject was 5.

After every fifteen trials, subjects were given a rest period of 5 minutes.

An entire experimental session for one subject lasted about an hour.

Resuits. An analysis of variance of the data showed that there were

highly significant differences among scripts, sizes of type, and the combina

tions of script and size, that is, the interaction of script with size. The

largest single effect, however, was attributable to script (see Fig. 6). The

Roman digits were the least legible of those tested. Although the average
legibility score for the Arabic numerais was less than for the Devenagari

numerals, the difference is small and flot statistically significant. Legibility

scores tend to increase as the size of type increases, but the exceptions to

this generalization are sufficiently large to make a statistically significant
interaction. I have no ready explanation for these irregularities in the data.

LEGIBILITY 0F THE ROMAN, DEVENAGARI,

AND BENGALI ALPHABETS

Subjecis. The subjects who participated in this study were the same as
those who had participated in the study of mimerais.

I vii Ix Iv

Fig. 5. Example of the Roman (top),
Arabic (center), and Devenagari
(bot tom) numerals. (Editor’s Note:
No attempt has been made to make
the sizes of the numerals in this
illustration agree with any of the
sises of the numerals tested.)

Apparatus and test materiats. The same tachistoscope and the same
experimental procedure and design were used in this study as in the nu
meral study.

The stimuli for this experiment were selected on the basis of results from
a preliminary experiment to identify CVCVC paralogs of zero association
value in Devenagari (Daftuar 1972). Similar five-letter, CVCVC paralogs
were selected for the Bengali and Roman alphabets. Ten paralogs of each
of the three scripts were used as stimuli. Four point sizes—8-, 10-, 12- and
l4-point-—were to have been used. However, the present analysis is based
on the results obtained with 12- and 14-point printing faces only, because
the 8- and 10-point faces for the Bengali scripts were flot available in any
local press.

We used CVCVC paralogs for two main reasons: (1) to minimize the
possibility of bias in favor of any language; and (2) because Hodge (1963)
has suggested that five-letter stimulus materials are capable of giving more
realistic data than single letters.

The stimuli were printed on white cards in deep black ink. In the case of
the Roman alphabet, only upper-case letters were used. Devenagari and
Bengali scripts have only one case. Sample cards are shown in Figure 7.
A stimulus set consisted of 60 cards, 10 paralogs X 3 scripts X 2 sizes.
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Fig. 7. Examples of the Roman (top),
Devenagari (center), and Bengali (bot-
tom) scripts. (Editor’s Note: No attempt
has been made to make the size of the
letters in this illustration agree with
either of the sizes of the scripts tested.)

Chittranjan N. Daftuar

Experimen ta! procedure. The experimental procedure for this study was
exactly the same as that for the study on numerals. Subjects were asked to
pronounce what they saw, and their responses were recorded by an assist
ant. The responses were later scored in the same manner as for the nu
merals. Thus for any one block of stimuli, comprising ten stimuli in each
case, the maximum score for a subject was 10.

After every ten trials subjects were given a rest period of 5 minutes. The
entire experimental session lasted about 11/2 hr. Two weeks elapsed be
tween the experiment with the numerals and this experiment.

Resu!ts. An analysis of variance on the data shows a highly significant
difference among scripts. Neither the difference between sizes nor the
interaction of scripts with size was significant. The mean data (Fig. 8) show
that the Roman script is distinctly more legible than the Devenagari and
Bengali scripts, but that the latter two do flot differ appreciably from each
other.

DISCUSSION

In the absence of precise hypotheses we had expected the Bengali
alphabet to be most legible for our subjects. This was clearly flot the case.
The Roman alphabet was far superior to either Indian alphabet. One likely
explanation is that Roman letters are far less confusing in their structure.
Out of a total of twenty-six upper-case Roman letters, sixteen are con
structed by joining simple horizontal, vertical, or perpendicular unes. In the
Devenagari or Bengali scripts, by contrast, there are hardly three or four
such structures.

Empirical evidence to support this explanation cornes from a com
parison of results reported by Hodge (1962) and Howeli and Kraft (1959),
on the one hand, with those reported by Aziz (1970) on the other. Hodge
found very low percentages of confusion among the Roman letters. Simi
larly, Howeil and Craft report a maximum of about twenty percent confu
sion among Roman letters. By contrast Aziz (1970) reported confusion
scores as high as 25.6 percent for the Bengali alphabet under normal
laboratory conditions. Since there is a considerable amount of structural
similarity between Devenagari and Bengali, it can be assurned that
Devenagari would probably yield similar confusion data. Research is
needed to test this assumption.

Although these findings are only suggestive, they point to what appear
to be some fundamental differences among Indian and Western scripts.
This is an exciting area of research that clearly needs to be extended. It may
flot only reveal important differences in legibility arnong the various alpha
bets and numerals of the world, but may also uncover some basic secrets
about the workings of human information processing. In any case, much
more work of this kind has to be done before we can make truly universal
human engineering recommendations about alphanumeric symbols to be
used in ail cultures and all nations.
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PART 3: A DIGEST 0F SOME HUMAN FACTORS WORK
IN INDIA

The literature on human factors work in India is meager. Readers in
terested in that literature are referred to reviews by Baumgartel (1966),
Daftuar (1969, 1971b), and Sinha (1970, 1972). My intention is not to review
comprehensively the scanty material available, but rather to mention
briefly a few studies that bear directly on the topic of this book. These are
studies that are either (a) cross-cultural, that is, that involve Indian subjects
and those of some other nationalities, or (b) are concerned with problems
that are distinctly Indian in nature. The studies mentioned here are also not
generally available in the West.

A STUDY 0F FORESTRY WORKERS
A truly cross-cultural field study was conducted under the cooperation of
the Institute of Work Physiology, Stockholm, and the Forest Research In
stitute, Dehradun (Hansson, Lindholm, & Birath 1966) through funds made
available by the government of Sweden under an Agreement on Financial
Development Cooperation (1964/65). The primary purpose of the study,
which iasted for seven weeks, was to compare different saws used by
trained forestry workers. Although the study produced a great many re
suits, oniy the following are relevant to our purposes:

1. Measurements were made of the body weight, height, and work
capacity of forest workers from three regions of India and of Swedish and
Norwegian forest workers. I have compared these data with similar meas
urements of Indian textile workers (Sen Gupta & Sen 1964) and coal
miners (Chakravarty & Guharay 1965). The Indian workers had body
weights ranging from about 46 to 51 kg, as compared with an average of
about 72 kg for the Scandinavian workers. The Indian forest workers were
also 11 to 13 cm shorter than their Scandinavian counterparts. One con
clusion of the study was that logging tools with large physical dimensions
are impractical in India.

2. In continuous work, the maximum 02 consumption per kg of body
weight was almost the same for the two samples. However, the maximal
aerobic work capacity, expressed in liters of 02 per mm, of the lndian
workers was 57 to 67 percent that of the Scandinavians.

3. The Indian system of felling by saw, lopping standing trees, turning
iogs, and loading timber imposes heavy local loads on the back muscles
and hence unnecessary risks of injury.

4. The physiological load was high and the work output was low, with
the one-man crosscut saw in felling. This is a one-man task, and sawing
with a one-man crosscut saw requires a standing or kneeling position. Con
sidering the work capacity of the Indian forest workers, the relativeiy
harder wood, and the generally larger dimensions of the trees, ail of which
make it necessary for a man to work in a difficuit position for a long time,

Fig. 9. Swedish (left) and Indian (right) axes (Hansson, Lind
holm, & Birath 1966).

the one-man crosscut saw was not regarded as suitable for Indian condi
tions.

5. A Swedish axe, the “Saterpilen,” and local Indian axes were tested
in barking, lopping, and undercutting (Fig. 9). The Swedish type of axe was
better than the Indian axe in undercutting and lopping, but for barking the
Indian axe proved to be better. This might be because the Swedish axes
had sharper and thinner edges, were made of better steel, and had a better
balance and shaft. On the other hand, the Swedish axes had too small a
back in proportion to the power developed and a bent shaft is unsuitable if
the back as well as the edge of the axe is to be used. These drawbacks make
the Swedish axe less useful in barking operations.

INDIAN WORKING POSTURES
As mentioned earlier, Indians prefer to work in a squatting posture.

Dhesi and Firebaugh (1972b) measured the angular positions of various
body members in the normal sitting position and in the making of chapati,
Indian flat bread. Spots of adhesive were placed on various landmarks on
the subject’s body, the subject was photographed, and tracings were made
from the photographs (see Fig. 10). Figure 10 defines the various angular
measurements given in Table 2. So, for example, the mean angular devia
tion of the upper back from the vertical was 35.3°. This increased to 42.4°
during the rolling of chapati. The data in Table 2 are difficult to relate to
anthropometric data in Western human engineering guides, because the
working posture illustrated in Figure 10 does not occur in the West.

SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
0F THE SQUATTING POSTURE

In another study, measuring the effect of body position on heart rate,
Dhesi and Firebaugh (l972a) concluded that significant changes in heart
rate occurred in two out of three task conditions for subjects in the
squatting position. The greatest increase in heart rate occurred during the
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rolling stage of the task. In this position, the subject is required to lean
forward with a resultant compression of the abdominal and pelvic organs.
Heart rate was also high during the puffing stage, when the subject sits
with his body twisted. The partial static contraction of the muscles of the
left sternocLeidomastoid and deltoid muscles apparently interferes with the
circulation of the blood. 0f the seven different parts of the body measured,
only the positions of the knee and ankle were significant in producing
changes in heart rate. Comparing these findings with those of Hanson and
Jones (1970), one may conclude that the Indian working posture, squatting,
is perhaps a better posture than the customary Western sitting posture.
Hanson and Jones tested subjects seated in various postures on a stool and
in the squatting position. Although the heart rate was less in the squatting
position than in the seated position, their subjects found the squatting
posture difficuit to maintain.

DESIGN 0F A MANUALLY OPERATED HARVESTER
Saran and Ojha (1967) reported the redesign of a harvester to utilize

man more efficiently and to match the financial and sociological limita
tions of rural India (Fig. 11). The harvester is designed for economy, versa
tility, and simplicity. As the operator pushes the harvester, power is trans
mitted from the traction wheels to the camshaft through a chain and
sprocket assembly. The camshaft drives the cam, which actuates the fol-

Fig. 10. Tracing of the normal sitting posture of a housewife, showing the various
landmarks and angular measurements made (left). Outline tracing of the same
housewife during the making of chapati (right) (Dhesi & Firebaugh 1972b).

Table 2. Mean angular positions of various parts of the body in the normal

sitting position and during bail-making, rolling, and puffing in the making

of chapati

Part of the body

tJpper Head tilt
back and thrust Armpit Elbow Thigh Knee Ankle
(B) (H) (Ar) (E) (T) (K) (An)

lowers to give a reciprocating motion to the knife. A grass bar pushes the
severed stalks to the side. This redesign utilizes human power more effi
ciently. The human energy requirements are well within the limits 0f the
average Indian farmer, while the working speed and the height of the
handle match his physical characteristics.

A KITCHEN STOVE FOR INDIAN HOMES
As mentioned earlier, Ambee Industries (Ahmedabad) has designed a

gas oven so that it can be easily manipulated by Indian housewives ac
customed to preparing food on the ground in a squatting position. The total
length of the gas oven is only 58 cm, the total height, including the flame
area, is 13 cm (10.5 cm for the oven and 2.5 cm for the flame area), the
width at both ends is 29.5 cm. It has two flame areas, each covering 21 X 21
cm, that is, 441 square cm.

A KITCHEN ADAPTED TO THE INDIAN STYLE 0F ElFE
Sinha (N.C.P. Sinha, personal communication, April 2, 1972) has de

signed a kitchen for his house which fits very well the anthropometric
dimensions and the social and economic limitations of a typical Indian
middle-class family (see Fig. 12). The entire kitchen area is 4.1 m in length,
1.8 m wide, and 2.3 m high. These dimensions easily fit even the 95th per
centile of the Indian female population (Daftuar 1964; Chatterjee &
Daftuar 1966). Within this small area the kitchen has a water tub, a three
story rack, storage space for coal and cow-dung fuel, three Chulhahs
(ovens), a water tap, a small place to wash utensils, and a 30.5 cm high
elevation to keep utensils. The kitchen designed by Sinha appears to com
bine a utilitarian and functional approach. The rising population in India
and the increasing migration to cities have posed serious problems of ac

Positions
of body
during

Normal sitting 35.3 36.8 30.7 119.0 44.7 33.6 81.3

Bali-making
396b 37.5 484e 87.2e 41.6e 33.2 85.2e

Rolling 424e 33.7 61.0e 143.7e 429b 32.8 85.2e

Puffing
374b 57.2e 19.3e 94.2e 41.5e 34.2 85.8e

aDhesi & Firebaugh 1972b.
bsignificantly different from the normal sitting position atp 0.01.
CsignifiCantly different from the normal sitting position at p 0.001.
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Fig. 11 Diagram of the harvester redesigned by Saran and Ojha.

commodation in this country. While India has abundant time and labor,
capital to buy modem technology is seriously lacking. These are the basic
conditions that apply to the construction and utilization of Indian buildings
(Daftuar 197 la). Sinha’s design meets at least a part of the problem.

SUMMARY

This paper consists of three principal sections: (1) A discussion of the role
of human engineers in facilitating social change in developing countries,
with special reference to India; (2) three experimental reports which deal
specifically with the theme of the symposium; and (3) a brief survey of
Indian work in the area of human factors engineering, with special refer
ence to designs that suit the Indians. Developing countries offer a new field
for human factors activities because the effective reapplication of existing
human factors knowledge 10 different levels of technology in newer physi
cal and human environments may require that existing principles be re
tested and perhaps modified. In so doing, human factors engineers may be
better able to bring about desirable social changes throughout the world.

LEGENDS’ 1. CUTTER 8AR A5SEMBLV(I4.C.STEEL); ZJ(WIPE
ACTUATING LEVERARt4ft4SJ; .CAM(ALUMIHt#ijj 4. TRACTIO1V WUEEL(1
5. FRAME ARtIS(N.5J; 6. PIVOTBRIDGE(M.S) ; 7. CAM 5HAFT(t4 s.)
9.CI4A1N ANDTWO SPROCICETS; g.TRACTIOW WIIEEL5J4AFT(M.S.)

Fig. 12. Diagram of the kitchen designed by Sinha.
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Human Factors Research in India
CHITTRANJAN N. DAFTUAR, Gaya College, Magadh University, Gaya, India

This paper covers the published research in die area of hurnan factors in India since 1955 under the
following subheadings: (1) physiology and anthropometry, (2) accidents, (3) stress, (4) abilities
requirements and performance, (5) decision making, and (6) displays.

INTRODUCTION

In India human factors engineering is stiil
generally called “human engineering,” but in
more technical circles it is often called “ergo
nomies.” Research in the area of human factors
engineering, like the general growth in indus-
trial psychology research, has started gaining
momentum in recent years. In 1963 Ganguli
(1963, 598) could “corne across” just two
experirnental studies by Indian psychologists in
the fleld of engineering psychology (Adiseshiah,
1957a; Ganguli, 1960). However, it appears
Ganguli took the term “hurnan engineering” in
a very narrow sense. It is obvious from a few
studies referred to in the present paper that
sorne studies other than those cited by Ganguli
are now generally considered within the area of
human factors.

During these intervening years the situation
has changed to the extent that McCormick
(1967) has commended our efforts. The Ergo
nomies Research Society of India has now been
formed and the University of Deihi is planning
to start a course in aviation psychology. A few
noteworthy centers of human factors research

L are the Defence Science Laboratory, Psycho
logical Directorate, Ministry of Defence, Air
Headquarters; the Psychotechnical Celi,

-& Ministry of Railways; the Psychotechnological
Research Laboratory, Indian Institute of Tech

o- nology, Kharagpur; the center established by
) the uthor at Gaya College; and the Central

Labour Institute, Bombay.

PHYSIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOMETRY

Mukhopadhaya and Sirkar (1958) reported a
study of the effect of different phases of

cutaneous pain and pressure on respiratory
systems with reference to normal muscular
conditions leading to fatigue. Pneumographic
records during periods of rest, muscular work
until complete fatigue is reached, and pain and
pressure showed marked relations to specific
phases of work leading to fatigue.

Using motion and time study charts,
Bhattacharya (1961) tried to determine ob
server reliability and the usefulness of redesign
ing workplace layouts. The operators of a
Rotor print duplicating machine were observed
both in the old and new workplace layouts. The
data showed that the new, improved layout
significantly reduced tEe frequency and dis.
tance of movements.

In a paper, at a Burg Wartenstein Sym
posium, Adiseshiah (1966) defined the process
of adaptation as “a process of change with the
observed tendency for normality to be re
stored.” The adaptation process was viewed in
its relation to human needs. It is essentially a
change occurring in the way an individual has
reacted to his changed environment. The paper
discussed the problem of human adaptation
with reference to six factors: (1) environmental
changes, (2) nutritional factors, (3) physical
capacity, (4) mental capacity, (5) social inter
actions, and (6) aging. It was concluded that
“in general, . . adaptation to the climatic
change occurs in nearly everyone within a
period of six months.” Conditions prevailing in
the mountain environment make a change in
the food habits of personnel imperative. A
change from sharper to softer types of food,
from solid or heavy foods to concentrated
liquids and tablets which will dissolve easily,
and from conventional styles of cooking to the

o
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use ofprocessed and precooked food which can
be warmed and quickly consumed, though
disagreeable at first, have to becorne an essen
tial part of diet routine. With regard to speed of
action, accuracy of performance, and endur
ance, there does flot appear to be any notice
able difference in the reactions of personnel
immediately after their move to the mountain
environment and those of personnel who have
stayed there longer than six months. Mental
efficiency in the mountainous climate is dis
tinctly higher than in a tropical climate. How
ever, mountain regions have the effect of
stepping up the anxiety level of personnel.
Level of social interaction tends to be high with
personnel stationed in mountainous areas, but
the level of social interaction tends to drop
when the association between individuals con
tinues for long periods. In matters of aging, no
overali differences are evident with regard to
physical or mental capacities. Older people are
superior with respect to observation and judg
ment, whereas younger people excel in speed of
action and endurance. A clear difference is
noticed, however, with regard to social inter
actions: older people appear to be better
adapted for social interactions.

However, Bhattacharya’s paper lacks pre
cision and many of the generalizations lack
sufficient empirical data. Treatment of the data
and the general analysis of resuits contain many
vague and contradictory statements. Hence, in
spite of its being a pioneer paper of its type in
India, and in spite of the fact that it contains
many useful and interesting findings, the con
clusions should be taken with a certain amount
of caution.

In the area of workplace layout from an
anthropometrical point of view, a few signifi.
cant, new, and unconventional studies, even by
Western standards, have been reported by
Chatterjee and Daftuar (1966), Daftuar (1966,
1969a), and Daftuar and Bhan (1966). The first
two works started with the goal ofverifying the
French architect Le Corbusier’s hypothesis of
the “human scale” The scale is based on key
human body dimensions and is claimed to be
the most scientific and natural tool for achiev
ing man-environment compatibility. It was
hypothesized that the key body dimensions are

intercorrelated arnong themselves in a ratio of
1:1.617 (Daftuar, 1969a). The late Corbusier
observed the same relationship governing ail
natural objects (Corbusier, 1951). He proposed
a new scale of measurement based on this
relationship and hoped to achieve greater
aesthetic and functional comfort in buildings
than is achieved in those built on the basis of
present measuring systems of inches and
meters. The “modulor” is a harmonious meas
ure of the human scale which is universally
applicable wherever measurement matters. He
defined his “modulor” as a

“measuring tool based on the human body dimensions
and on mathematics. A man with arms upraised
provides at the determining points of occupation of
space—foot, solarpiexus, head, fingertips of the up
raised arms—three intervals which give rise to a series
of golden sections, called the Fibonacci Series. On the
other hand, mathematics offers the simplest and most
powerful variation of values: the single unit, the
double unit and the three golden sections” (Corbusier,
1951).

Thus, Corbusier constructed a scale of figures
which pinned down the human body at the
decisive points of its occupation of space, and
called them “anthropocentric.”

The first study of the series (Chatterjee and
Daftuar, 1966), confirmed Corbusier’s hypo
thesis about the ratio relationship of 1: 1.617 to
a certain extent. The ratio was also found to be
useful in the case of a working situation. For
example, the best work efficiency was achieved
when the stool and working tables were in this
“phi,” that is 1:1.617, relationship. As a next
step, Daftuar (1966) studied the eye and
hand-reach angles relative to different body
dimensions in the job of typewriting and
concluded that: (1) working heights should be
adjusted to make an eye angle of about 300 for
the Iower edge of the upper level, and the area
of eye movements should be about 700; (2) the
eye angles are independent of any variation in
different body dimensions; and (3) in such jobs
as manual control, hand-reach angles are more
important than eye angles.

lyer and Bhattacharyya (1966) studied body
measurements in relation to cockpit design. On
the basis of measurements of 22 body dimen
sions taken on 691 Indian airmen, they found

linear relationships among different body di
mensions.

Saran and Ojha (1967) reported the redesign
of a harvester to utilize man more efficiently.
This manually operated machine was also de
signed to fit into the financial and sociological
limitation of rural India by being designed for
economy, versatiity, and simplicity. As the
operator pushes die harvester, power is trans
mitted from the traction wheels to the
camshaft through a chain and sprocket as
sembly. The camshaft drives the cam, which
actuates the follower to give a reciprocating
motion to the knife. A grass bar pushes the
severed stalk to the side. This redesign utilizes
human power more efficiently, and die human
energy requirements are well within the limits
0f the average Indian farmer while the working
speed and handle heights suited his physical
characteristics.

Daftuar (1969a, 1970a) attempted to draw
general attention to a new, but potent, area of
study within the general spectrum of engineer
ing psychology. His paper discussed the psycho
physical problems that may be of concern to ah
those who are involved in design and utilization
of buildings and visualized exciting possibilities
of developing, what may be called, architectural
psychology. The general approach being that
the entire situation was conceived as a system.
Particular emphasis was placed on anthro
pometric and physiological problems of work
space, noise, vision, thermal comfort, colour
combinations, etc. It was suggested that archi
tects and others involved in the building de
signer’s team should be given proper orientation
to these problems as a part of their curriculum.

ACCIDENTS

From the pomt of view of mechanization
and industrialization, India is a relatively under
developed country. Hence, the number of
industrial accidents is also relatively small in
comparison to such advanced nations as the
United States. According to Shenoi (1970), as
many as 700 persons die and about 3.5% of die
total population of industrial workers are in
jured each year. The average rate of loss due to

accidents in India is about 10 to 11 days per
man per year.

Banerjee (1956) found a negative but signifi
cant correlation (—.54) between accident rate
and reaction time, while intelligence was not
significantly correlated. An effort was made to
correlate word associations and word-associa
tion times with accident rates (Kundu, 1958).
Associations appeared to be a distinguishing
factor as did association times to certain words.
Perceptual-motor speed ratio was correlated
with accident proneness, confirming Drake’s
hypothesis (Ghosh and Tripathy, 1965). Tri
pathy (1967) found only alcoholism to be
significantly correlated with accident rates,
while age, experience in the plant, and a low
level of education were correlated in a non
significant way. In studying die relationship
between visual acuity and industrial accidents,
Shree Kumar (1967) found that the relation
ship between accident repeating tendency (per
sonal diathesis to accident) and visual skill (far
vision) was so insignificant that visual tests were
flot a useful device for screening accident-prone
workers.

A very exhaustive analysis was made of
11 ,000 accidents involving die bus drivers of a
Bombay transport company in a l2-month
period (Ganguli and Kasbekar, 1967). The
analysis revealed that more accidents occurred
between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays and in the first week of the month.
Accident rates also varied with routes, bus
depots, and type and model of vehicle. Age and
experience had an effect on accident rate. But
after seven year’s experience, age had no
independent effect, whereas experience had
some independent effect even after die age of
40. The nature of occupation before joining die
present organization had some influence on
accident rate. The resuits of die study do not
lend support to die concept of accident-prone
ness. Number of days of absence in a two-year
period and die number of accidents sustained
during that period were correlated. The two
matched groups of drivers, one free from
accidents and die other with repeated acci
dents, differed significantly in a number of
variables. The accident repeater group had more
absences and more violations, but there was no
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difference in performance score in driving test
at the time of appointment. In the accident
repeater group, it was commoner to find drivers
who were unmarried, married late in life, had
suffered from childhood illness, had other
serious illness, had experienced accidents with
other employers, and had been prosecuted for
traffic violations. Also, there were differences
in the living conditions and living space of the
two groups—in general, the accident-free group
lived in better conditions.

In a similar line, Sinha and Jha (1968)
conducted a survey to determine relationships
between various personal variables with traffic
accident. Fifty bus drivers of Bihar Rajya Road
Transport Corporation were randomly dis
tributed into two equal groups, one having had
accidents requiring hospitalization, the other a
no-accident group. The two groups differed
significantly with respect to age, driving ex
perience, and chronic illness of some de-
pendent member of the family. Differences in
educational level, number of dependents, and
family assets were found to be statistically
insignificant. However, as far as the expenence
variable is concerned, it is doubtful if the two
groups were really comparable. The compari
son, as presented, is for differences between
accident and nonaccident groups having dif
ferent experience levels and flot across different
experience levels within the two groups of the
sample. The authors also used Mann-Whitney
U-test and x2 techniques interchangeably for
the same types of data without any clear
reason.

Bose and Dasgupta (1969) used an interview
schedule to examine the role anci character of
different attitude areas, viz, (1)job satisfaction,
(2) social satisfaction, (3) peer relations, (4)
life-gestait, and (5) optimism, with respect to
their objective relations with accident-repeti
tion behaviour of Calcutta drivers. The ran
domly selected sample of 100 drivers had a
mean age of 36 years anci 8 months, with
working experience ranging from 5 to 15 years.
It was concluded that the “total score of
drivers’ attitude is capable of predicting the
component behaviour of his attitude gestalt
that generates an impulse, negative in character,
which may be held responsible for destructive

habituai motor release terminating in accident
during his professional activity

The effect of age and fatigue on train drivers
is being studied by a special group in the Indian
Railways. The psychotechnical group, formed
in 1964, began to devise intelligence and other
types of tests to help in proper selection of
staff. So far, it has been able to develop tests to
assess the abilities required of points men, lever
men, cabinmen, and steam locomotive drivers
(Times ofindia, May 18, 1969).

Arousal theory assumes that a man performs
best when he is moderately aroused. In this
context, a good deal of work has been done in
the West (particularly in the U.S.A. and the
UK.) to test the effect of single and multiple
stresses on performance. However, in India only
a few studies have been reported.

Adiseshiah and Prakash Rao (1955) reported
a study conducted on a group of Indian Air
Force jet fighter pilots. The pilots were tested
immediately before and after their flying exer
cises by measuring their response times to three
arrangements of stimuli presented in rapid
succession. The results indicated a slight pro
longation in the postflight response times of
pilots compared with preflight values. The
difference was more marked after “hard”
sorties, but very slight after “easy” and
“slightly difficult” sorties. 0f the various alter
native explanations, “transient fatigue” (Grath,
Wittkower, and Cleghorn, 1954) appeared to be
the most plausible. However, no statistical test
was applied to small differences in mean values
ranging from 6 to 23 msec.

Results obtained in a number of studies
conducted at the Defence Research Laboratory,
New Delhi, were described in a paper by
Adiseshiah (1958). Ail these studies point out
the role of “speed stress” in flying efficiency by
outiining the relative effect of such variables as
vision, altitude duration, and perceptual delay.
Three results of speed stress were noted: (1) the
failure to perceive rapidiy occurring changes in
the environment; (2) serious breakdowns in the
accuracy of decisions, which occur when the

time available for making simple decisions feil
below 10 sec.; and (3) disruption of the
smoothness of skiled action which constitutes
the effector phase of the skiil. Such remedial
measures as experience (adaptation with lapse
of time), speeding up of responses by training,
perceptual anticipation, and selection and
proper training of pilots were suggested.

In combat situations fatigue is the result of
abnormal strains, mental excitement, and hur
ried actions. After pointing out the broad
differences between industrial work and com
bat operations, Adiseshiah (1963) concentrated
his discussion around five basic problems: (1)
stress caused by the nature of the physical
environment, (2) stress due to operational
conditions, (3) strain resulting from prolonged
actions, (4) human factors in the use of
weapons and equipments, and (5) social settings
created by forces engaged in combat. It was
concluded that irrespective of the nature of
fatigue, the fact remains that the capacity for
endurance and maintenance of the will to fight
are the most potent psychological factors in an
individual’s struggles against bodily discomfort
and mental weariness.

Daftuar (i970b) reported, for the first time
in India, a laboratory study designed to meas
ure the effect of 30 hours of sleep deprivation
on a vigilance task consisting of auditory and
visual signais. It was concluded that (1) sleep
deprivation has greater impact in case of audi
tory signais; (2) when signals are intermixed,
reaction time is significantly more effected by
sleep deprivation; (3) in intermixed conditions,
sleep deprivation has more influence on reac
tion time when auditory signais are mixed with
visual signais than when visual signais are mixed
with other visual signais. The phenomena ob
served in the study cannot be satisfactorily
explained in the current state of the art.

Some studies have been reported on the
problem of measuring the effect of noise on
human performance. Ganguli and Rao (1954),
in their study of Indian jute workers, concluded
that the adverse effect of noise is a function of
the noise not only in relation to the specific
task but also in relation to the specific workers.

In a laboratory study conducted to de-
termine the relationship of noise and the nature

of task, Kumar and Mathur (1968) observed
that a randomly selected sample of 50 subjects
(25 males and 25 females) tended to perform
mental tasks better under normal conditions. In
the case of mechanical task, no significant
difference was observed, though the perfor
mance of the group was a littie better under
noise condition. As such, the same level of
noise was experienced as more disturbing while
working on a mental task. in another labora
tory study on a sample of 40 females and 40
males, Kumar and Mathur (1969) found that
with the female subjects there was a facilitating
effect of noise in a letter cancellation task,
whereas in another mental task the deteriora
tion in performance was not significant. With
male subjects, on the other hand, there was a
deterioration in both tasks under noise con
ditions.

ABILITIES REQUIREMENTS AND
PERFORMANCE

Tyagi (1967), in his first study, used an
opinion survey of a sample of flying instructors
and officers to determine the skilis involved in
flying. Just three attributes—(1) muscular co
ordination, (2) quick grasp, and (3) mental
alertness—were considered essential by 50% of
the flyers and the instructors. Knowledge of
procedures and cool-mindedness were seen as
most essential for critical situations.

Another study by Tyagi (1966) was con
ducted with 44 pilot officers and 39 subjects of
other ranks of the Indian Air Force who had
applied for commission but were rejected for
want of flying aptitudes measured by the
Flying Aptitude Test Battery (developed by the
Directorate of Psychological Research, Ministry
of Defence, New Deihi). The officers varied
from 21 to 34 years of age, with service
experience varying from 1 to 13 years (mean 5
years) and, flying hours varying from 100 to
more than 4,000 hours (mean 745 hours). The
subjects were tested on an eye-hand coordina
tion test (mirror drawing apparatus), spatial
relation tests, imrnediate visual memory tests,
an immediate auditory memory test, the
O’Connor tweezer finger-dexterity test, a can
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cellation test, and a hand-steadiness test. The
following sensory-motor attributes were found
to be essential for flying: (1) quick movement
of ffie hand and steady grip of fingertips, (2)
immediate auditory memory, and (3) steadiness
of fingers and eye and hand coordination.

DECISION-MAIUNG

March and Simon (1958) have emphasized
the importance of a concept of rational man in
organizations. In India, psychologists have yet
to focus their attention to the vital problem as
to why and how organizational decisions are
taken. To date, just one study has been
reported (Daftuar, 1967) on the problem of
task structure and management decision
making. Three teams of five subjects each were
given two types of management games to play.
One type of game was highly involved and
complex. A final decision could flot be made by
one individual. The second type of game
consisted of simple problems related to indus-
trial relations which could be solved and de
cided upon by one person of sufficient intel
ligence. The aim of the study was to determine
the relation of task structure in problem-solving
to centrality in decision-making. The author
purposely dici not say that the team with
highest degree of centrality woulcl perform the
best. That may or may not be the case,
depending partly upon the environment and
partly—and more importantly—upon the struc
ture of the team. However, il could be con
cluded with confidence and certainty that the
important influence of centrality is in no way
dependent upon the nature of the tasks to be
performed—whether complex or simple—for a
group having an element of competition among
ils members. Daftuar failed to support Shaw’s
assertion that when the task becomes “too
complicated to be solved by any central per
son,” the importance of centrality is low
(Shaw, 1955). The role of personality factor in
group decision-making was suspected.

However, it is premature to draw any gen
eralized picture in the field of management
decision-making. India is in need of its own

research literature, and it is hoped that at least
a few industrial psychologists will be attracted
to work in this field.

DISPLAYS

“The Changing Face of the Altimeter” is the
tille of a review paper by Adiseshiah (1957a),
which describes some of the altimeter designs
developed during the years preceding 1957 in
India as well as in some Western countries. One
Indian study, quoted by Adiseshiah, was con
ducted during the autumn of 1955 to de-
termine the relative visibility of a conventional
altimeter design and a modified design adopted
by Britain’s Royal Air Force. In terms of time
taken for each reading, it was observed that
speed in reading improved by about 30% with
the modified design. A decrease in reading error
of approximately the same order was also
evident with the modified design. Readers were
informed that the British modification was
recommended and subsequently accepted by
the Indian Air Force. Adiseshiah concluded
that the most serious type of reading error, viz,
the misreading by a 1,000 ft., was flot reduced
in the modified design. Differences in error rate
for the modified design, compared with the
conventional design varied only from —0.2 to
+3.5%. The modification merely served the
purpose of providing clear visibiity of all three
pointers at any setting.

Another paper by Adiseshiah (1957b) re
ported results of experiments conducted at
different Indian Air Force stations by the
Defence Science Laboratory, New Delhi, to
determine the average rate at which correct
responses are capable of being given by pilots 10
signais for action presented under single
channel display conditions. Speed stress was
introduced by varying the demand for decisions
from I to 20 per minute. The sample consisted
of three groups of subjects. (1) student pilots
having less than 100 hours flying experience,
(2) fighter pilots from jet fighter squadrons
having flying experience ranging from 300 to
500 hours with 100 to 150 flying hours on jet
aircrafts, and (3) flying instructors with I ,000

‘1
to 2,500 flying hours on various types of
aircraft. Three main findings emerged from this
study. (1) The accuracy of a decision broke
down seriously when speed in decision-making
exceeded the rate of six decisions per minute.
(2) There was also a noticeable difference in the
performance of the three samples. With student
pilots, error rate tended to rise sharply and
abruptly once the rate of decisions exceeded six
per minute; with jet fighter pilots, the increase
in error rate was considerably less abrupt, and
certainly not so sharp, until the speed of
decision-making exceeded 10 to 12 per minute.
Flying instructors stood almost midway be
tween student pilots and jet fighter pilots. (3)
There were more errors of underestimation
than of overestimation and this finding was
more evident with student pilots.

From the third finding, it was concluded
that il is flot just prolonged flying expenence
but flying experience al high speed that trains
die senses and brain along die Unes of exped
bus accuracy.

Adiseshiah (1957c) reported a study con
ducted to evaluate a modified altimeter de
signed by the Royal Air Craft Establishment at
Farnborough, England, in which the small
pointer was arrow-shaped and the medium
pointer had a circular central feature with an
opening in the middle. Evaluation was done in
terms of speed and accuracy. The findings were
as follows: (1) A saving of approximately 30%
was effected in reading the modified design
compared 10 die conventional one. (2) A 30%
reduction in the rate of error occurred. (3) The
most frequent type of error was misreading
altitude by a 1,000 feet more than die actual
height. The change of design had no effect on
die incidence of this type of error. The modi
fied design a a three-pointer altimeter was
recommended for die Indian Air Force and the
recommendation was implemented. It was also
suggested that this higher reading of 1,000 feet
occurs due to die anticipatory tendency on die
part of the pilots and it can probably be
controlled by a modification in dial design in
which the next numeral is flot visible until die
lower adjacent value has been entirely super
seded. In other words, die single pointer
counter type of dial was suggested.

CONCLUSION

The total number of references covered in
this review is 41, including three foreign papers.
Considering the span of years under review,
human factors research in lndia is still in its
infancy, especially in relation b such countries
as die US, die U.K. or even die U.S.S.R.
Although an effort has been made to include
almost ail published material since 1955, this
paper should flot be considered as complete.
The largest volume of research in die area of
human factors is being carried out in defence
laboratories and their publications are rarely
available to die gene rai reader. Aside from the
general (7%) and foreign (10%) publications
listed here, the classifications of papers is as
follows: physiological and andiropometry
(27%), accidents (24%), stress (17%), abilities
requirements and performance (5%), decision
making (3%), and displays (7%).

The following are die Indian journals which
frequently or occasionally publish materials
relevant to human factors: Defence Science
Journal, New Deihi; Indian Journal ofApplied
Psychology, Madras; Journal of the Indian
Academy of Applied Psychology, Madras; Jour
nal of General and Applied Psychology, Patna;
Indian Journal ofPsychology, Caicutta;Journal
of the Aero-Medical Society, New Deihi; Indian
Psychology Review, Raipur (previously from
Varansi).

In spite of die low volume of publications, if
we consider die fact that some very active
private and government agencies have de
veloped lately, we cannot help adding in
McCormick’s words, by way of conclusion, that

human factors engineering in India now
has a very few active friends, and perhaps a
number of potential friends” (McCormick,
1967).
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ENGJNEERJNG PSYCHOLOCY IN CROSS-CULTURAL SETTINGS

Chittranjan N. Daftuar

Gaya College
Gaya, Bihar, India

Cross-cultural engineering psychelegy may be censidered a new dimensien
et psychelegical science. For the first time in 1972, a symposium was
erganized in Helland st Oesterbeek ‘te show hew and te what extent
human engineering (or ergonomies) principles snd practices have been,
or need te be, meditied te take acceunt et natienal and cultural
differences’ (Chapanis, persenal cnmmunicstien). A beek covering the
papers presented in the symposium wss edited by Chspsnis (1975) and
this beek may rightly be censidered as the beginning et s new stage in
the evelutien et ergonomies or humsn factors engineering. With this
beek, humsn tacters engineering entered inte, what msy be called, s
cesmepelitan ers - ‘the ers in which human tscters engineering leses
its natienal psrechialism and becemes s sephistirated discipline et
the werld’ (Chapanis, 1975, p. 4).

CAN HUMAN ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES BE CONSIOERED UNIVERSAL?

Te date human tacters engineering (et which engineering psychelegy is
the mest dominant partner) has been largely an American and West
Eurepean discipline. Naturally almest ah the tindings and conclusions
et this science are geared te s peeple whe have Western custems,
habits and ways et lite. But such s state et attairs cannet he
considered sutticient ii ene thinks et the enermeus preblems that ene
is mest likely te encounter when Western technelegy is intreduced inte
an underdeveleped ceuntry. Back in 1953, Nead edited s manual et seme
et these problems.

The main purpese et the present psper is te demenstrate the himited
apphicsbihity et engineering psychelegy principles and this wilh be
based en case studies, experimental tindings and tield ebservations.

PROBLEMS 0F LANGUAGE

It is estimated that about 3000 ditterent languages are speken in the
werld. Preblems related te language communication may ha divided inte
twe categerias: (I) relstad te speken cemmunicatien, and (ii) ralatad
te writtan communication.

Speken Cemmunicatien Oral cemmunicatien may atfact such variad
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functions as international air—traffic cuntrol systems or performance onan intelligence test.4At least one of our experimenral findings confirmaauch an influence of apoken language on intellectual performance. Thetest VNART (Verbal, Numerical, and Abstract reasoning test) is inHindi. It was translated into Engiisb for administration to 40 Thaistudents. The test items were read out to tbem and they bad tu writeanawers on tbe anawer abeeta. I waa myaelf administering tbe test, butafter cuvering 20 atudents the reaponaibility for cunducting the testwas given tu s Thai atudent. It waa suun realized that aiter the Thaistudent had taken over the Thai subjecta atarted performing betrer.The difference was highly significant (t = 6.68; p < .01). Wesuspected that this was due tu a type uf communication gap created bythe vaatiy different styles of speaking Engliah by an Indian and aThai. We repeated the same prucedure un 40 Indian students. Iadministered the test myself tu une group (N = 20) and the Thai studentadministered the test tu anuther group (N = 20). The difference in themesn scores was again highly significant (t = 9.45; p < 0.01). This con—firmed that the differences in our style uf prunuunciatiun caused tbedifference in the performance uf different groups uf subjects. Tbe meanI.Q. of Thai students was higher when the test was administrated tuthem by tbeir native culleague and the mean I.Q. of tbe Indians wsshigber when they were given tbe test by me. )
Ruffeli Smith (1968) repurted s study uf this type uf language problemsin internatiunal aviation. In this study he nuted the number and kindsuf errurs that uccurred frum the use uf speech fur air—tu—air, air—tu—ground and gruund-tu-air cumnnunications. Ne suggested: ‘it seems murelikely that errurs wuuld be mure frequeut wben butb the speaker and thelistener did nut bave English as their native tungue, Ruffell Smitb(1975) further cuncluded that these problems were by nu means sulvedand that variatiuns in spuken Englisb are respunsible fur s great dealuf cunfusiun, uncertainties and perhaps even accidents in air traffic.
The information we get frum Human Engineering Guides (fur example,VanCutt and Kincade, 1972) abuut speech communication are generallyabout male American vuices speaking American English. We haveabsulutely nu engineering psychulugy (or engineering) informationabout the speech characteristica uf the great majurity uf the spukenlanguagea ni the world which wuuld enable us, fur example, tu designeffective speech communication systems fur these lsnguages.

Written Communication Prublems related tu written communication havebeen categurized under three separate headings (Chapsnis, 1974). Theyare:

(1) Differencea in Alphabet: In the Ousterbeek symposium Hanes (1975)auggeatecj. that keybuards (uf typewriters) fur international use mustat least accummudate the basic alphabets, such as Arabic, Greek,Hebrew, Katakume, and Roman. Even within s single alphabet, apeciaisymbuls and characters are required tu satisfy variations peculiar tusume cultures and languages. Fur example, in the United States thesigna $ and 4 are commun, in Britain f and p, and in India Rs. and P.In addition, commun characters within a basic alphabet may be assignedtu different positions un a keyboard fur historical reasuns. Theuperatur may have tu uperate typewriters designed in different

natiuns ur cultures. Such s situation implies ail the vexing prublems
assncisted with the transfer ni training.

(2) Content Prnblems: The second msjnr class ni prnblems is sssnciated
with meaninga and with the content wnrds available in s particular
language. One snd the same wnrd may mean different things at different
places. Such prnblems becnme far more serinus if mure thsn une
language is taken intn accnunt. Nany lsngusges have surprising paucity
ni technical terms. Fur exsmple, several Indian lsnguages are rich in
contents dealing with literature, histnry, philnanphy and the arts,
but they are deficient in technical vncsbulary. As s recuit transistors
whn translate technical material into Hindi or in aume nther Indian
languages have tn use several atratagems tu nvercnme thc iack ni prnper
wnrds. Sinaikn (1975) repnrted aimilar probiems in case ni Vietnameae.
In India, the Central Commission fur Scientific and Technicai
Terminnlngy has su far designed and published half a million Hindi
equivaients ni technical terms relating tu natural and snciai aciencea
and humanities including prnfessionai subjects.

(3) Prublems Related tu Translstinn: Sinsiko and Brislin (1973) tried
tu estimate the sccuracy with which technicsl instructions written in
une language cnuid be translated into annther (Vietnamese). They
assumed that the quality uf s translation was directly prnpnrtinnal tu
hnw well (or pnnrly) it assisted s technican. The tssk used wss s

j cnmpiicated series ni sdjustements ni a portion ni s helicopter engine.
Their subjecta were 72 Vietnsmese airmen whn had been trsined as
helicupter mechanics, sud s group nf 18 American technicians whn hsd
received a similar training. Three-man tesms, either Vietnamese or
American, were randnmly selected and asaigned tu wurk with une or
another ni four sets ni written communications. The data suggested

j that wnrking in unes native language, iustead of second tongue, sud
quality ni translation are both cnntributing tu efiiciency.

‘. VIGILANCE AND OTHER SIGNAL DETECTION PERFORMANCE

We ah knuw thst ethnic variables operate in nur perceiving sud
attending behsvior. Snme auppusediy universal pheuumena ton have been
found tu be iniiuenced by ethnic variables. For exampie, genmetricsl

j figures such as the MGiier-Lyer iiluainn have been inund tu be
susceptible tu culturai factura (Segali et al., 1966). Vigilance ia s
relsted phennmennn. Tu the hast ni my knuvledge, there ia not much
resesrch tu decide whether or not vigilance performance is influenced
by cultural factura. I know ni only une such atudy in India by4ha —

(1976) which thrnws some light on this problem. He mesaured vigi1ce
perfnrmsnce in temms ni (f) correct detectinn, sud (ii) rate ni falae
alarm ni subjects aelected on the baais ni diiferences with respect tu
seven different persnnahity factura inciuding extraversion sud intro—
versinn. The aubjects were tested under normal sud sleep-deprivstion
cunditiona. Jhas reaults are atriking on two counts, sleep—deprivstiun
had s deterinrating effect un performance ni ail the aubjects and the
efiect ni sleep-deprivatinn on the Indian sample aeemed tu be mure
pronnunced than on Western subjects. In additinn, thia atudy
ahnwed, cuntrary tu Western findings, thst extraverts sud iutrnverts
differed in their performance due tu sleep—deprivstion significantly,
the former performing ponrly.

£t
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With respect to the first finding iL may be mentioneci that I found
similar resuits on subjects performing (reaction—time) under normal
and sleep—deprivation conditions (Daftuar, 1972). One possible
explanation for this difference iht Indian students (mostly
belonging to middle class in our sample) as compared to Western
students suffer from vitamin deficiencies. Several of our (student)
subjects found it extremely difficuit to sustain even 24-hours of
sleep-deprivation (Jha, 1976).

CONTROLS AND DIS PLAYS

In most of the books dealing with ergonomica or human factors
engineering, topics of control and display are dealt with separately.
I combine them because I view them as essentially related processes in
most engineering circumstances.

The relationship between a control movement and the effect which is
expected by most members of a population is known as a ‘population
stereotype’ (Fitts, 1951). Work in this ares was reviewed by Loveless
(1962) but he could not point to any study which tested control-display
compatibility with reference to cultural variables and concluded that
it is difficuit even to formulate low—level generalizations with some
confidence.

I know of only one relevant study by Verhaegen et al. (1975). They
reported data regarding direction of movement stereotype collected on
Algerian and Moroccan workers, Moroccan girls and boys and Negro
groups. Fifty percent of non-Negro groups (muslim subjects) wrote as
much French as Arabic (from right to left), the other 50 percent were
only able to write their names and had learned to do this in Latin
characters (left to right). The Negro groups had various degrees of
exposure to ‘estern culture.

Verhaegen et al. concluded that by and large Africans exhibited the
same movement preferences as Europeans. Only one resuit showed some
cross—cultural element in it. There was a difference between Negro—men
and Negro-boys and adolescents, with the younger subjects exhibiting
stronger movement preferences. There may have been s generation gap
due to differences in education. The other results were consistent
with Western recommendations.

There are several problems associated with display designs which may
be related to cultural factors. For example, relative legibility of
various alpha-numeric characters, and meaningfulness of sytnbols, and
figures.

Legibility of numerals and letters is an old problem in ergonomics,
even predating cl-te field of ergonomics itself. The handbook of Cornog
and Rose (1967) on slpha-numeric characters and other symbols has
references dating back to 1898. However, as any other, this handbook
too contains data related to English-speaking persons only. Virtually
no data, except our own studies are available on the comparative
legibility of different alphabets.

(In my earlier experiments (Daftuar, 1975) I worked with(Bengaii speaking
students who also knew both the Devanagari and the Roman alphabet. Let
1ers and digits of different sizes (8—, 10—, 12—, and 14—points) were

— .1__-

tachistoscopicaliy presented 10 our subjects. The resuits indicated
tiiet the Roman alphabet was significantiy more legible tlgneithar
Devanagari oiengaj. Titis 5 s very intereating because Engiish was
flot my subjects’ mother tongue.

Similarly, tested lite iegihility 0f 3-digit stimuli ofoman,
ai d Dean-ii ars on thea sampii nt cr0 highly

sttii mi diffoiences arong scripts si es of type and Lite inter— —
ac Li r oL script ithjze. The largest single effect, however, was
attributable 10 script. i\ithough the average legibiiity score for tl 1’
Arabic numerals mas less titan foz the Devanagari numerais, Lite )
differences were sisali ndnot statisticaliy significant. Legibility

scores showed e tenduncy t czeae a. ti siac of t aes inctc-tsec1 W’

I also t:ssted the legihility of 5—digit Arabc and Devanagari
numerals of varying sises (Psftuar, i976)..-1rabicnumera1s yielded
sgnificat1yhrghcr li’ LL1L1LV scores for fl point s.. es Withirt

p&ints, differences between seans for AraLic nutnerals, were significant ___

in ail cases except (8— x 10— and 10— x 12-points). On the other hand,

in case of Devanagaui numerals means were significantly different frors

each other in oniy two esses (8— x 12—points and 8— x 14—points). Legi—

bilzty scol.. dsstzncti rose ith increase in size in both case

In spite of the fart LitaI my subjects cere Indiens, Artbic numerals
were more legible to them. I suspect thst this rnight be due to
structural variations because, ai least five digits (4, 5, 6, 7 end 8)
of Arahic characters are simpler in structure. A similar explenation
mayr appiy in the case of the alphabets. The Roman alphabet is sinipler
in structure than either Devanagari or Bengali.

We have also coriducted experiments with 5—digit and 5—letter stimuli
mate.risls to test their legihility with subjects itou differert

culturel engin -. India and Thailand. Dith respect te letters, the
Thaisand Indians differed significantly. In ah sizes8—, 10—, 12—,

14-points), th Indian sample obtained higher mean legibility scores.

Ail differences, czpt one (10—points) were statisticaily significant.
IL is niost interesting that the Thai subjects obtained higher meart

legibiiity scores on ail sises oFgItexcept ose (14—points).

At present I cannot explain, why Thai subjects sore inferior 10

Indiens in the case of letters but were superior in Lite case of
diSits.)

VADOPTION 0F NEW TECHNOLOGY AND RESISTANCE TO CHANCE

The availahie research data suggest LitaI human beings are capable of
adapting to highly technological socicty and that thev can lesrn to

operate and maintain highiy sophisticsted equipment, Psychological

capacity 10 absorb technical training is not limited by rare or

ethnic group. On the other hand, il is also true that people in
various cultures have been found 10 resist technological and social

change in different degrees and in different styles and patterns. For

example, in 1964 Cite Ail India fnsursnce Uorking Corrsittee discussed

the reorganization of LIC’s working system and recorrarended Cite

installation of high—speed computera in .its zonai offices. The first

high-speed computer was installed iii LIC s Bombay Zonal Division in

Septernber, 1965. That installation resulted in a large-scale strike
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an (I n rosi s tr n ce riovernon t anion g LIC workc . n cross the n o ti fin. The
trikes niere coij,Iet and itjonncidc. A poli in August, 106S hcwcd
Chat 97 porc en t cf LIC workers favoured n genera I and inclcfini te
sti-ike. The uorkers’ main reason for Choir resistance sois thot,
according tc> Choir ostiniate, 30,000 c-npiovees Out of Clic thon exiCtilig
strcngth cf OO00 cieployces were iikeiy te ho laid off if tho
computer was put. inC o opcrot ion. khi Ici LIC n-. ork€-rs su li croie hi ph—
apeod coraputeri sa tien, t e Cro’ernmrnt han nne ahond t-il tu insta 11 cl if> n
of sisal I sud n>cdium computera in aimost ail divisienal hcadquiirters
of Clic LiC. Nchodv norois te ho concerned about them. Â sorvey h,’
Pcstoiioe et cl. (1971) fs a]so relevant te Chose observations.
Ii> this contcxt I woulcl aise like Le roTer to a social—culturel study
of 155 Bant» l-lino recruits frein Sotho arecs in South—Africa cerried
mit hy Glsss (cf. kyndhsm, 1975). Apprexirately 60 pcrcci.t cf Ibis
group remainod consen-vative sud triblIy oriented. These mcm, in
consequence, s-c-ce mot interestc’ct in learning nov ski Ils or in
seeking promotion. The othc’r 40 pc-recuL of the scopIe vas ‘fericard
looking’ and prefOrred to work in secondary industries in Soeth—Afrfca
becanse ni tha greatc’r epportnnities for learning trw skiNs, for
getting pro:-noted, sud for earning higher IL is obvicus thot
successful introduction 0f nov ergonomic priociples in the work
environment depends upon Clic villfngness te accept changes among the
workers concerned.

Other c-videurs fer the assomption that soin evervwhere in cepahle of
adspting to nen.’ technologies 1 dcr.ands comas frcoisn inter”ie-c survey
conducted by Sinaiko (1975). lie had about 100 intervicus with people
who hd an extensive experience of introducing technologv in countries
like Cite Philippines, Turkey, India, kigeria, sud Thailnd. These
inforinants could think of no inhorent linC ts CC the absorption of
t€çhnjcsi information and Lic acquisition c-f r:ev skills. Thoy believed
that people cf Chose countries eau be trained for noy sc.phist icated
technology. Sinaiko cited several oxartples vhere multinational
compsnies bail bec-n aie te train peciple from Chose cocmtr ion in
maintenance and operation of sciphisticated equip000 t.

Social and techno)ogicai changes in developing countries dpenci on tho
resistance te change as well as cm the capacity to absorh eny
technologies) advamcement, 11e t’ust be rnindful cf the differe>ice
between the psychological stratcigies ncl the acCus) Cccl s necied te
bring about such change. Progrsi’ucs of fiusi.clai aid, educati en,
improved roads mmd transportation systems, sud incressed coroiunication
among the. mes-bers cf a cul tore are necesssry for the fulfi Inient cf
strstegic objectives. However, they must ha coupiedncith rational, pieu—
mcd programmes hased on engineering ps.cholciev priociples that should in
turn be hased on the local rc-quirsmonts, habit systems, aod
psychological amd anthro ometric limitations of a given populntion.

ATTITUDES TOkARDS WORK AND PROFESSION

Âttitudes Conards work, proies.sioand jobs vsry froc> culture to
culture. In conne parts cf the earth there are strong hisses against
tanks or occupations sssociated with dirty hands’. These attitudes
are oft.en reflected in lower averaga psy scales of people in such
occupations. Sjnsjko (1975) observed, ‘00e s-canon for Clie scarcity of

prnfcssio>inl ong Lneers anong educated Vietnarcese is Chat engineering
is cunsidcred s Ion stotus occupation’ (p. 193). Ilis observation was
TorCher gcncrali sud hy Cliai’anis to coter ‘nnuny Aian countries’ (1974,
p. 173). A c’russ—cultus-a] st.udy cf Likimg for various professions among
Indian sud ‘Chai stiidonts vas carrled ouI by Dattuar ancl Cliondra (197g).
l’orLy ‘Chai sud forty Tudian gos t—gradua te s Codeurs (both groups studying
>13r t--) t ccc sI- o to tank s oc n ofc. si s sccordlrb Lo tl cL’
(estii>iated) inil-ortance ovo socieiy. The atudents s’ose
ali c>3rd t» rock t.be professions accnrding te ti>eir personal Ciking.
Titi, resu iLs have lice» suniniarized in Table 1. ‘

-

Table 1

Ranks for sociotal rsspectability and personal liking of varfous
occupations as indicated by Indian sud Thai respondents (ttftor Daftuar

snd Chandra, 1976)

Thais (n = 40) Indians (n 40)
Occugat ions

——

Personal Respect in Persencli Respect in
liking society _nhociety

1. Advocate 10 7 10.5 8
2. Agriculture 14 13 8 7
3. Business 5 5 6 10
4. Cierk (Gouornment

Service) 8 11 9 12
5. Clerk (Pris-etc

Business Honsos) 11 12 14 15
6. College Teachor 2 3 2 2
7. Doctor 3 2 1 1
I. Engineering 9 g 5 5
3. Executive (Governmsnt

Service) 12.5 6 7 6
0. Exocutive (Private

Business lIeuses) 6 9 10.5 13
1. 1-innual J.nbeur 12.5 14 12 16

12. Nursing 15 15 16 11
3. Otlier Goveriijoont

Servie-e s 7 10 13 9
14. School Teacher 1 4 4 4

5. Skilled labour 16 16 15 14
16. Umivarsity Teachor 4 1 3 3

1t is apparent that in thc-ir preference for an occupation the subjects
igcneraily conforn> te their respective societies. Cnrrelatioos hetween
the tno ratimg slion,’ed a value 0f .87 for the Imdia and .85 for the Thai
scopie. In torms 0f porsonal 1ikinE well as ‘ ioportance in socioty’
Clic Indian sud Lhe Thai saniple differed signi.’iccnt1y. Engineering is
rot as low in Imdis (rank-5) as it is in Thaj society (rank--8 sud 9).
This cenfjrins Su-au-o’ s observations but tends Cci negate Cbpanis’
genernlization. IC is interesting Chat the teaching profossion is
generally rated bigh in both societ-iea. Ibis fact bas s significiint
cultural overtoiie. In Indian socioty teaching is ganerally s ion paid
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job, but ii is ranked high pertiapa hec0uc of the for t t hat I ndianculture has s rich heri. tge cf high respect for th Gurus.
1 wonld 11ko tu suggest that respertahjljt\. cf s profession andpeoplc’s attitude Lovar,ls it are flot nuceasarj1’ similnr in differentAsion countjes sud that lev genoraijzatjc,ns can ho made on this score.Muc.h depends upou thc’ cul tural hcri tage and t he love 1 cf technologicadvancewont in a par ticular country.

In traditional mdi o, u job is gencreal ly regcrded as; a fauily
reSpOi;sihiljtv t:o suoh an extent that ±tS perforvonce S shared by ailt}o:rs1,srs cf a fas.ily (Dattuar, 1975). Noreuvcr , attenpts te bringin anyo;ie froc-, oulside tho family or ces te are lii:ciy to be resentcd.That casas, the caote system in locha r;ay have Ilirottiind effectFraser (1966) states that the mues-e tif s wE-svci-s’ co—oporative
startud L Barapali Village Service wus due in part ta the fart thtthe projerct technjcjans , interestcrd only in selectins; the bcst workers,had drawn wea\’ers fron; culeront caste groups t bat couid ont bytradition work tosether

CI’LTURALLY BASED CUSTONS, PRACTICES AND ABILITIES
Varions groups of peuple have gradually, through the gcnerstions,
dcvoloped thoir own typicai ways of tl;inking, cf hehaving sud cf livingnd these have hecome accepted as noturai in their respective cultures.For example, even vorking postures differ assong naticas. in tho Wost,industtitil workers viii use either a sitting or standing posture. Inmost Asian countri.es, however, people work in squnttiug posture,
Sitting on tho grounci.

In a study, measuring tue offert cf body position on heart rate, J’b1and F’irehaugh (1972) concluded that significsr.t changes in bras-t rateoccurred under sots-e cf the tasb conditions tiith th subject in thosquattisg position. Uhen comparing those fiisdings euh those cf Es-osannd Joncs (1970), 00e r;ay conclude tht the Indian uorking posture,shustting, le perhape s better posture. risan thc- custotssry Western sit—ting posture. Fianson and Jones tested subjects seated in varions postures on s stooî and in the squatt:ing position sud found lover heortrate in the squattipg position titan in the sc-ated positiot, but, theirsul’jects found the scuatting posture ciifficuit te rsairtain
bifferont rcgicns have their own history with respect to technoIo5y
sud Lhis bas produceci differences in practices as found in different
part s cf the world. Nestorncrs vho have travel lad in India are full ofstories about the nos-r accidents they have had sith Indin treffjc
beceutse they automaticali.y look and nove the vs-ong way’ . The assething esay happen to an Anerican travelling in. sav, P.ritain.
Another striking feature of rsany noo—Westerners, inc-iuding Indians, jethat they appear to hv littie regard for preventivo maintenance.
Nachines are used unI i.i they break clown. So, in thosc countrjes,
preuentive maintenance needs muet more esiphasis in training for both
operators ond managers. This fart bas serious irr;plicotions for
seiection cf equipesent te be transferred from Western countries. It maybe bettcr to accept sosnewhat lower performance in s system if
maintenance demanda can thereby be greatiy reduced.

There uppcnr ta be sosie genuino di fferencos arnong certain ethaic groups
in 11e way t.iiey c.an pcsrcei.ve, judge or Iearn thhrsgs. And these bave
inj’lict. io:Ls for engineoring psychologiols. For exairipie , Dan (1972)
macle susse ant11ropoogicoi studia of the Nepalese. 11e obsc-cved: ‘Tise
vii laper s use no 01 ber kind of nap; thay do not use drawing in con—

structing s iuiiding or a piece cf furni turc, in tact thev hs-diy use
draving or spatial representations ai ii , and lack cf spatial raodels
is vers sat.cral’ (p. 54). Dart’s observation je, ai least to Sosie

cxtent, correct and ii perhaps 10 Ihat extent appi ich1e 10 Indisn vii-..
lagos ale. ‘fhcse vil lagors dc net use any diagrsis or rap, but wher titev
are asked to explain their proposed building or furniture they taise
help cf g sort cf informai diagrams, signa and gestures. They are
jrerhaps cpab1.e, and may be trai.ned 10 use drawings, but customari.iy
they do nois use such diar!rsqnis.

An intesesting firiding about the Bantu—speaking groups in South—Africa
had been rcported by Niuter (1963). She reports that safety posters
whose in tout and meaning could be grnsped inmwsdiatety isy European s,
wore con;1sleteiy unintelligihie, or even completely misunderstood by
Ban tus

Another exaniple, relevant in the context of this paper, is a studv 0f

Indian road signa. We selected 45 undcsr-graduate students havi.ngno
drit ii e ci ic ccc ta tc .s. t1 scan fatnc of in -i road 2ns

yJ ‘I’hc percenLugeSof correct interpretatiens cf tise signa vas sn11rr
than those obtsined in comparable studjes in Western countries witts

j subjects haviog driving experience. In fact, correct interpretations
1of the mdi an road signa vanied Ex ests -sera to 75.5 percent with a motta

--.7 of 39.9 pet-cent. flue sign vas flot undecstood b1’ sexy subjecis, nd nu..
sliigltr traffic sign vas correctly ui-idui-stood hy al I the subjects. Sono
Yoad eigns isere es-en found 10 corvey nc-aning opposite to thoe
actuaily iistended (ilaicuar, 1975). Tifs situation may hu\’e disastrcus
itr1icatIons but, in locha, vos-y few occidents are koocm te have
occurred due Le isisinterpretation cf traffic signs. lisis steans, that
training piays s crucial role in tise interpretation cf the symbolO or
figures. lite lev rate cf correct identifications iy the untrained
subjectsssay partly be due to the fart tbst the Indian road sig”s vere
desigurd b1’ foreigners who reflected lheir own franc of referex in
these deSign5.

It stay he apparent front the ebove discussion that there are certain
differnces in perceptusi, jucigreutal and learning capacities of peuple
cf differcat cultures sclthough there is a strong need for cautic’n iii Lite
interpretation of cross—cul tonal data.

I’HE ROLE 0F ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOCY IN SOCIAL CHANGE

Customs, habits, and styles of lue are changing everys-here and
cbanging fast. This is particulariy truc in Asian and AfricaN
countnins. They are in a state of ferment. II is an important question
liow engineering psychologists could be helpful in bringing about a
social change in the desired direction, and also whether we shoulci help
in designing for the societies as thoy are today, or for the socielies
of the f.itui-e that vo wsnt to build.

Sinaiko (1975) bas given some suggestions for the huis-an fsctors
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scicntiSts who find therselves worki ng in a cross—culturel setting

which inay ho cqualiy v1id for engineering psychologrets- The- are:

(1) 1),: aoL canule’ that design or training princip]ee that have proved

usful in oie country
are equalïy valid inarother. Thi s is ho more

ii. ni tanl as cttlt:rai distance widons

(2) Pc shnuld bc,sio fnmilar .•rf th the accei’.ulnt:ed knowiedge in culturel

anthropol ogy. ‘liter e I r; n wealth ef kr’nwlcdp of non—scient i Lic

cxpor ance onc1t; husinessinen and others rho have mdcc! iii sec t ings

initial iy foreign Lu tiiem. That ses he fruitful ly used.

(3) Tiare is art urgent neici for rare cxporinontatiOn in cross—culturel

settirga. But, hase I wiil liRe to struck e note cf warning: s local

ac ienti at cf ceci country, rho is cnncerned with cross-cul rural

resarch, must be involved in tEe interpretatiori ni date.

Sosie nnderdevclapcd countri es have tEe nateriel requisi tes, hu,sn

potentiaiity , son ri iliagnesa te r’ate econenic pregreas , tut thoy

suifer frein tismi-nagemeut of thci r resonrcc’s. Civet: itepcr opportunS tics

and incontives , r,nsl of
tErse

countries
hava t.le pr’tenticlit ios cf

heccrnitg ‘ echievLng socioties’ . ibis point of vice r:y bc- s

starting peint for huran fectors specialists in developing ConLriCs

(Daftuar, 1975).
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